CIGAR MENU
ALL OF OUR CIGARS ARE IMPORTED FROM CUBA BY HUNTERS AND FRANKAU, THE
UK'S FINEST IMPORTER AND DISTRIBUTOR OF HABANOS. ALL CIGARS GO
THROUGH A RIGOROUS QUALITY CHECK BEFORE THEY ARE RELEASED TO
MARKET. THEY ARE STAMPED BY EMS (ENGLISH MARKET SELECTION) WHICH IS
KNOWN AROUND THE WORLD FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF CUBAN TOBACCO

ROMEO Y JULIETA
Named after William Shakespeare's tragic lovers, the origins of Romeo y Julieta as a
Habano date back to 1875. Winston Churchill became a devotee of the brand. Following
his visit to Havana in 1946, his name has not only been commemorated on a band but it
has also served to describe the marque's most famous size. Selection below rated 90/100
by CigarAficionado.com
ROMEO Y JULIETA Short Churchill Tube
£30
An easy drawing, medium flavour, light strength cigar that is sweet in taste from the first
puff. Earthy, spicy with big notes of walnut & a bit of maple syrup. *90/100
ROMEO Y JULIETA No. 2 Tube
£25
Flowers and herbs balanced by peppery undertones and sweet hints of caramel and cocoa.
*90/100
ROMEO Y JULIETA No. 3 Tube
£20
Spice, cedar and leather make this mild cigar a nice little treat. *85/100

COHIBA
Cohiba is the flagship brand of Habanos. It was created in 1966 for President Fidel Castro
himself and was made at the then top secret, but now world famous El LLaguito factory.
SIGLO II
£35
Predominantly earthy smoke that eventually develops delicious notes of almond paste
and a sweet finish. *89/100
SIGLO III
£42
An oaky smoke with nutty underpinnings and floral qualities but a notably firm draw
affected the score. The wrapper is a perfect shade of medio claro. *89/100
ROBUSTOS
£50
As a result of its strength and excellent blend this cigar has become one of the nine true
Robustos. One of the most demanded Havanas in the market, a true gem.
Complex intonations of oak wood, slivered almonds and vanilla build in intensity. *93/100
*Ratings by CigarAficionado.com
It is illegal to sell tobacco products to anyone under the age of 18

CIGAR MENU
MONTECRISTO
The best known and probably most appreciated brand in the world. The name comes from
the hero of Alexandre Dumas' famous novel 'The Count of Montecristo,' which was a firm
favourite when read to cigar makers at the factory where it was founded in 1935.
MONTECRISTO Petit Tubo
£22
The Montecristo Petit Tubo is the perfect cigar to enjoy in today’s hectic world. Elegantly
presented is a stylish presentation tube this cigar is a must for any cigar lover. *90/10

HOYO DE MONTERREY
Hoyo de Monterrey owes its origin to the town of San Juan y Martinez, which lies at the
heart of the Vuelta Abajo zone. "Hoyo" literally means "hole" and in this case describes
the low-lying position of the plantation on the fertile banks of San Juan y Martinez river.
EPICURE No. 2
£32
Floral and nutty, this well-made cigar also shows notes of leather and toasted almond
before a sweet, honeyed finish. Elegant and balanced. *92/100

PARTAGAS
If there is one particularly famous cigar factory in Havana, it is Partagas. The factory was
opened in 1845 by Don Jaime Partagas and it has been making the cigars that bear his
name ever since. A Partagas is immediately recognisable by its deep, earthly flavour.
Serie D No.4 Tubos
£32
Well balanced and smooth, classic cuban Partagas aroma and construction. Wonderful. A
king amongst Robusto cigars. *90/100
Serie E No.2 Tubos
£45
The fattest Partagás in the Cuban portfolio is also the best Partagás that Cigar Aficionado
smoked this year. A thick cigar with a wrapper the colour of milk chocolate. Some initial
acidity dissipates to show big notes of caramel, wood and a mineral finish.*90/100

TRINIDAD
Trinidad, as a Habano brand, dates back to 1969 but for many years, like Cohiba, it was
made only for gifts to foreign diplomats. Not until 1998 was it released for general sale
and then only in small quantities.
VIGIA Tube
£38
The earthy tones throughout keep this smoke well balanced out from start to finish,
truffle notes start this cigar off which slowly develops into a nutty finish. 89/100*
It is illegal to sell tobacco products to anyone under the age of 18

